Detection of cerebrospinal fluid tumor cells and its clinical relevance in leptomeningeal metastasis of breast cancer.
Circulating tumor cells are commonly observed in the peripheral blood of advanced breast cancer patients. We tested the feasibility of tumor cell detection in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and studied its clinical relevance in leptomeningeal metastasis (LM) of breast cancer. CSF samples were collected from 38 metastatic breast cancer patients known or suspected to have LM. Control CSF samples were collected from 14 individuals without solid tumor malignancy. We used a modified CellSearch™ assay and an alternative EPCAM-based method involving immunomagnetic enrichment followed by flow cytometry (IE/FC) to enumerate CSF tumor cells (CSFTCs). CSFTCs were assayed at time of LM diagnosis and over the course of LM-directed therapy. We analyzed a total of 102 CSF samples with modified CellSearch™. The CSFTC counts were strongly correlated with the corresponding IE/FC results (Pearson's r = 0.94). Twenty-eight out of 30 samples in which malignant cells were identified by CSF cytology were CSFTC-positive by modified CellSearch™. Baseline CSFTC levels from 21 patients eventually diagnosed with LM were significantly higher than the controls (p = 0.0202), whereas 13 patients deemed not to have LM showed CSFTC results indistinguishable from the controls. In patients with serial samples, it was possible to monitor CSFTC levels as a potential biomarker of treatment response. CSFTC detection using a modified CellSearch™ assay demonstrated high sensitivity in detecting malignant cells in CSF and may be a promising method for diagnosing LM and monitoring LM during treatment.